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Abstract 
Ethan Frome, Edith Wharton’s widely-known novel, can be read as a naturalistic work. This novel has a 
deterministic tendency and amorality in the plot as its characteristics, in other words, “inevitability” and Wharton’s morally 
non-judgmental attitude. The tragedy of Ethan Frome (1911) can be fairly attributed to the socially, culturally, and 
environmentally deterministic factors in the protagonist’s settings. Besides, Ethan does not actively make moral decisions, 
which Trilling calls “moral inertia.” This tendency, on top of his inclination for giving himself to fantasy, finally leads him 
to a tragedy. Wagner and Demoor contend with the interpellation theory that “the narrative story is … no more than a 
fabricated picture framed to defend a manufactured hero.” In fact, the narrator’s presentation provides the evidence which 
is far from his being a hero. Furthermore, Ethan’s tragedy has something to do with his weakness, the tendency to escape 
reality to the world of illusion, which leads him to avoid making moral decisions. Ethan and Mattie, finding no way out, 
take sled-rides into the world of beauty, silence and rest, which tempts them to escape from the severe reality of this world. 
Ethan’s anagnorisis, recognition about who he is in the actual world, occurs when he finds no way out of Starkfield and 
Zeena, where the peripeteia (sudden fall) of the plot starts.   
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1. Introduction
What attracts people to the stories of Edith Wharton? Eighty years after her death, people still read her 
stories, make movies out of her novels, and discuss various issues on her fiction-writing. Professionals started 
The Edith Wharton Society in 1983, and since then they have been actively promoting Wharton scholarship. The 
impression that Edith Wharton (1862-1937) generally gives people might be the novel of manners1 as seen in 
The House of Mirth (1905) and The Age of Innocence (1920).2 On the other hand, her most widely-known story 
is not of this category. In this paper we would like to read Ethan Frome (1911) in the vein of naturalism in 
American literature, especially from the point of determinism and moral inertia. We will see how Ethan was 
presented as a weak hero and as a victim by the narrator, and will interpret the novel with the theories of Greek 
tragedy, anagnorisis and peripeteia. Finally, this paper locates Ethan Frome beyond the mere regionalism, which 
appeals to human experience.  
2. Ethan Frome in American Naturalism
When we read Ethan Frome, Edith Wharton’s best-known book, whether it is her best or not,3 as a 
naturalistic work, we can mention a deterministic tendency and amorality in the plot as its characteristics, in other 
words, “inevitability” and the author’s morally non-judgmental attitude. And these two are tightly entangled in 
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each other and deeply connected with Ethan’s tragedy. Donna Campbell defines naturalism as “a late nineteenth-
century literary movement that promoted a scientific approach to the writing of fiction, one based in objective 
observation and informed by the evolutionary theories of Charles Darwin and Herbert Spencer” (353). 4 
According to Campbell, Wharton’s reaction to naturalism is complicated. Wharton is critical to “the limitations 
of naturalistic subject matter” and to “the limitations of its method” (360). On the other hand, Campbell considers 
Wharton’s contribution to naturalism still significant, and explains it in detail (361-362).  
The tragedy of Ethan Frome can be fairly attributed to the socially, culturally, and environmentally 
deterministic factors in the protagonist’s settings. Campbell claims that “the paired narratives Ethan Frome and 
Summer address some of naturalism’s most significant themes, including sexuality, poverty, racial inheritance, 
and the effects of the physical environment on character” (361). And “they [naturalistic characters] are often 
working-class figures or those otherwise marginalized by society, poised on the cusp of some disaster such as 
poverty or addiction” (354).5 In the midst of his sheer poverty, Ethan’s father dies, which obliges Ethan to give 
up college to return to the failing farm, sawmill, and his ailing mother who successively falls silent and ill. 
Zenobia comes to the house to care for her. After that Ethan is to recollect repeatedly that, if it had not been in 
winter that his mother passed away, he might not have married Zeena. Then, without his father and mother, he 
dreads being alone in the severely cold winter in New England. Besides, even when he comes to find comfort 
and consolation in the life with Mattie, he realizes that he cannot flee from his dominating wife and Starkfield 
not only because of his responsibility to “sickly” Zeena but also because of his sheer poverty. He finds himself 
desolate with no way out. With these conditions being set, the story finally leads Ethan and Mattie to the tragedy 
through his anagnorisis, followed by peripeteia, which we will discuss later.  
Thus surveying this desolately fatalistic setting of the story, we can certainly see that the tragedy of 
Ethan Frome owes much to social, cultural, and environmental determinism.6 But it is not appropriate to attribute 
Ethan’s tragedy completely to such external factors. What makes us feel a kind of unfairness in the narrative of 
Ethan Frome is Wharton’s one-sided viewpoint. Wharton merely presents Zeena as “cruel,” “vicious,” or 
“dominating,” but she, on the other hand, does not question Ethan’s morality at all. That seems rather unfair to 
Zeena. Is it reasonable to call a wife “vicious,” when her husband is about to betray her, even if she was harsh or 
demanding of him for her self-defense or self-justification? On the other hand, it is not Wharton’s view, exactly 
speaking, that presents Zeena as “vicious” and Ethan as “the bronze image of a hero” (EF 15), but the narrator’s. 
Margaret B. McDowell analyses the structure of the story and how the story is told through a viewpoint of the 
narrator (73-76). “[H]e [the narrator] learns gradually about the tragedy from several simple, relatively 
inarticulate persons,” and “synthesizes these complicated and mysterious fragments into a single vision––an 
imaginative story––that gives order to the myriad facts and impressions that others have provided” (75).7 In other 
words, we can read this tale as a vision, a kind of fabricated story, through the engineer-narrator’s single view. 
Johanna M. Wagner and Marysa Demoor also examine “narratological construction” of Ethan Frome in detail 
adopting an interpellation theory. The novel has the frame story in the main story, both of which are related by a 
single narrator. “The narrator acts as the controlling voice, indeed, the voice of the law intent on interpellating 
Ethan as an heroic subject in the ideological world he creates” (419-420). They deliberately analyze the 
construction of the story and demonstrate how the narrator “frames” Ethan and Zeena in a complicated way. “The 
repetitive and performative nature of interpellation, however, leads the narrator’s own story to contradict itself as 
details about Ethan and Ethan’s own behaviors, framed meticulously by the narrator, collide with the narrator’s 
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overall vision” (420). 
As some critics point out, Wharton, who was having an affair at the time, might have unconsciously 
projected herself, for her own psychology in her predicament, into the character of Ethan (Kazin 134; Lawson 
73; Wolff xiv, xviii).8 While writing Ethan’s story, accordingly, her self-justification might have automatically 
functioned in her psyche and mind. That is why she might not have been able to scrutinize her alter ego, Ethan’s 
morality, or comprehend his locale in the society detachedly. Wharton might have been too close to Ethan to 
depict him objectively in his own predicament.  
3. Moral Inertia of Ethan, Manufactured “Hero”
Lionel Trilling points out Wharton’s amoral intention as “rather dull,” because he considers that, by 
creating such a cruel—almost fatalistic—situation, she seems “content with telling a story about people who do 
not make moral decisions, whose fate cannot have moral reverberations” (143. Cf. Lindberg 181). Tragedy usually 
presents—while it tells a cruel story and shows the desperate fate of the protagonist—some moral lesson, at least 
moral reverberations, and accordingly, some kind of relief and salvation paradoxical to us.9 Although critics 
might mention “amorality” as one of the criteria for a naturalistic work, Trilling rather considers it as “a very 
great fault” in Ethan Frome because it “presents no moral issue, sets off no moral reverberations” (140). He 
believes, alluding to Aristotle’s theory of tragedy, that tragedy chooses “a certain kind of hero: he was of a certain 
social and moral stature; he had a certain degree of possibility of free choice,” and that “we observe something 
more than mere passivity when we witness the hero’s suffering, that suffering has … some meaning, some show 
of rationality” (141). But, in fact, Ethan does almost nothing by moral decision. His morality is “simple, 
unquestioning, passive, and even masochistic” (143-144). There is in Ethan Frome an idea that “moral inertia, 
the not making of moral decisions, constitutes a large part of the moral life of humanity,”10 which Trilling 
naturally does not agree with. Here is a dilemma in a typically naturalistic novel. The more predominantly a 
deterministic tendency reigns over the story, the less possibly the story presents chances for the protagonist to 
make moral decisions; accordingly, the more amorality prevails over it, because both determinism and amorality 
are two cornerstones of literary naturalism; they are fatalistic twins.  
While such critics as Lawson (72), Wershoven (21) and Walton (86, 88) emphasize Ethan’s moral 
inertia or Wharton’s amoral attitude, Blake Nevius, contending that Ethan has a strong sense of duty and that his 
sense of responsibility actually “blocks the last avenue of escape,” identifies Ethan’s moral order wi th that of all 
Wharton’s novels (119-122). In fact, after Trilling’s article on Ethan’s moral inertia, as if reacting to his message, 
some articles that mention Wharton’s strong sense of morality have been published. They have generally 
supported her sense of morality. Even if we recognize that Wharton has a strong moral sense, which is partly 
reflected in the character Ethan himself, we should realize that analyzing Wharton’s moral sense in her life is one 
thing; and observing Ethan’s moral aspect in the tale is another. Moreover, praising Ethan’s moral sense is quite 
another. We should differentiate Ethan’s moral inertia from Wharton’s sense of morality. Even though critics 
maintain that Ethan has a strong sense of morality, it all depends on how you see Ethan’s behavior in the story, 
which is presented by “the controlling voice” of the narrator.  
On the day when Mattie is to leave the house, they go sled-coasting to commit suicide. “But suddenly 
his wife’s face, with twisted monstrous lineaments, thrust itself between him and his goal, and he made an 
instinctive movement to brush it aside” (EF 184). They failed fulfilling their original purpose. He “drove down 
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on the black projecting mass.” If we consider this scene as a grounding source for proving Ethan’s  strong sense 
of responsibility, we find something fair lacking in this judgment. If this single misoperation makes him a hero, 
we find no consistency in the understanding Ethan. This ignores Ethan’s moral inertia up to the moment of their 
final sled-coasting. Married to Zeena, Ethan has let himself be involved in loving Mattie without caring about 
Zeena’s feelings properly. Then, why can Ethan be praised as a moral champion? Here we find strange logic.  
According to the above-mentioned Wagner and Demoor’s examination with the interpellation theory, 
“[t]he narrator’s story is …. no more than a fabricated picture framed to defend a manufactured hero” (420). Even 
though the narrator tries to prove Ethan’s heroism and masculinity in it, his presentation provides the evidence 
which is far from his being a hero. “Ethan is not seen as a heroic figure; he is not the romantic male protagonist 
who saves any damsel; he cannot even save himself” (434). In the end the narrator is led to present ambivalent 
Ethan as a hero and also as a victim. In fact, few descriptions in the tale show Ethan’s control over the household 
and his wife. “[I]t is Zeena, not Ethan, who becomes the most powerful and by extension the most masculine 
figure in the book” (423). Wagner and Demoor finally explains Wharton’s interpellating Ethan, or the narrator’s 
framing Ethan in the tale as follows: “The more he [the narrator] villainizes the villain—Zeena in this case—the 
more Ethan’s masculinity is undermined” (423).  
Even though we could see Wharton’s moral struggles reflected in Ethan’s suffering, the way Ethan’s 
story is narrated is quite different from discussing the author’s strong sense of morality which could have been 
fostered in her childhood. We should stick to the narrative and the way the protagonist is presented by the narrator. 
Can we consider his single misoperation in sled-coasting as a sign of Ethan’s strong sense of morality? It would 
be too naïve to justify his indecision. Then, can we consider that Ethan has not had any possibility for exercising 
his free will and choosing other ways at all, where almost absolute determinism takes over and where Wharton 
attributes his predicament to inevitability, bleakness or starkness? Yes, he has most probably had chances for 
making moral decisions and for choosing other possibilities.  
4. Factor of Tragedies: Human Weakness
Now, admitting these deterministic factors in Ethan’s story, we would like to contend rather that his 
tragedy is the result of his weakness, which implies his moral inertia, just as the tragic destructions of Macbeth, 
King Lear, Othello, or Hamlet happen chiefly through their own weaknesses. Ethan’s weakness is his tendency 
to escape reality to the world of illusion. He does not try to confront the reality squarely but easily escapes into 
fantasizing, which leads him to avoid making moral decisions.  
In fact, there are several opportunities for Ethan to show his strength, one of which is the time when 
he decides whether he should leave Zeena or not. When he could have revealed his strength, he proves his own 
inertia: “when active choices must be made, Ethan chooses the status quo” (Wagner and Demoor 432). 
Furthermore, when he thinks of Mattie, or when he finds Mattie being just about to leave the house, or when they 
try the first sled-coasting, Ethan does not squarely face his reality but drifts into the limbo of the “sense of 
unreality.” He thinks neither about the possible consequences of his love for Mattie nor about plans for a possible 
future together. He just throws himself into fantasy. Even when walking back home with Mattie from the dance, 
Ethan, just indulging himself in his romantic feelings, does not really try to communicate with her: he only drifts 
into fantasy. This reminds us of a story of the man who could meet the woman at last after making some effort 
whom he fell in love with (de Mello 128). Then in her presence he picked out from his pocket all the letters he 
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had written for the previous months and started to read them to her. He is a man who falls in love with his loving 
emotions and feelings for his beloved, but not with herself. He does not exactly realize her true presence; he is 
just drifting in his world of concepts. He lives in illusion, not in reality.  
Here I would like to try to juxtapose the “anagnorisis” of the traveler who is “Stopping by Woods on 
a Snowy Evening,” upon that of Ethan’s, so that it serves us to understand more deeply his weakness, his morality 
of inertia and his tendency to escape reality into fantasy, which will lead him to the tragic destruction. Ethan and 
Mattie, finding no way out, take sled-rides into the world of beauty, silence and rest, which tempts them to escape 
from the severe reality of this world. One of the ironies which load the story is “the moment of dramatic 
renunciation when Ethan and Mattie choose suicide rather than elopement ends not in glorious death but in years 
of pain” (McDowell 74). And, as a consequence, they cannot escape their difficult situation and paradoxically 
have come to confront the more severe reality: death in life.  
Meanwhile, the traveler who is “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening,” though much tempted also 
by the beauty of the serene snowy world to escape from his everyday severe reality, at last realizes his true position 
in this world and tries to confront his responsibility, duties, and obligations squarely. The traveler and his horse 
“stop without a farmhouse near / Between the woods and frozen lake / The darkest evening of the year.” He 
watches the “woods fill up with snow.” The woods are so attractive—“lovely” to etherize temporarily his 
sensitivity and sense of responsibility on earth and to let him forget the severity of this world with ease. Then, he 
finds himself in this world to realize his own locale, and returns to his actual life, because he remembers that he 
has “promises to keep, / And miles to go” before he sleeps: he realizes that he has to proceed on his way to meet 
his concrete responsibilities on earth—probably to his family, to his community, and to himself. The poet might 
have timely recollected that “Earth’s the right place for love” (Robert Frost “Birches”).  
5. Ethan’s Anagnorisis
Ethan’s anagnorisis, on the other hand, happens when he finds no way out of Starkfield and Zeena, 
and is to prompt his way to destruction. Just as if the author proves to us how to follow the structure of the Greek 
tragedies, or as if she is conscious of Aristotle’s theory of tragedy, Ethan’s anagnorisis occurs where the peripeteia 
of the plot starts: just before the last chapter of the tragic incident. Anagnorisis, the Greek word for “recognition,” 
“discovery,” or “disclosure” of truth, means, according to Aristotle’s Poetics, “the turning point in a drama at 
which a character (usually the protagonist) recognizes the true state of affairs, having previously been in error 
(hamartia) or ignorance” (Baldick 8). And “[t]he ideal moment of anagnorisis coincides with peripeteia or 
reversal of fortune” (Cuddon 38).  
Mrs. Hale’s address to Ethan with warm understanding leads him to a “sudden perception of the point 
to which his madness had carried him” (EF 155). Then he realizes his true state of life, “his life before him as it 
was. He was a poor man, the husband of a sickly woman.” “For the first time … he saw what he was about to do.” 
Immediately after this “recognition” or “disclosure” of the truth, he turns and walks slowly back to the farm 
where Zeena waits for him.11 The summation of the tragic action follows his anagnorisis. And we will know the 
rest of the story in the last chapter: his anagnorisis, being unable to overcome his weakness—tendency to escape 
reality, does not work for his benefit, but rather functions for the peripeteia to converge on his tragic destruction. 
There is another possibility for considering Ethan’s anagnorisis in the story; we could identify with it 
his realization of their true state after the “smash-up.” We can tentatively mention two reasons for this possibility. 
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First, if we take his realization of the “smash-up” for an anagnorisis, the peripeteia of the tragedy appears to us 
more dramatic by way of contrast with the succeeding scene twenty-four years later, where Ethan and Mattie are 
living a crippled life, which reminds us of captives in jail. And that suits Aristotle’s idea of peripeteia more 
properly. Second, Mattie’s hair, which is to be the decisive clue to Ethan’s recognition of the truth (EF 185), 
suggests to us the strand of Orestes’ hair, which can be the direct clue to his personal recognition of Electra, which 
is followed by their matricide and succeeded by the peripeteia. The device of matching locks of hair is used as 
the “particular dramatic convention of Recognition” originally by Aeschylus in The Libation Bearers (Kennedy 
44).12 But in Ethan’s recognition of Mattie after the “smash-up,” we have no opportunity for discussing his 
weakness, his tendency or his moral inertia anymore, because at that point the peripeteia is already hinted to a 
certain degree and it is too late for such discussion, now that all the fatalistic settings have been deliberately 
placed after their “smash-up.”  
6. Ethan Frome: Regionalistic and Naturalistic
At the historical transition from romanticism, Wharton writes a realistic work, Ethan Frome, which 
shows in it regionalism and naturalism. Wharton’s Ethan Frome is a regionalistic work in several aspects. 
Regionalism emphasizes local settings: the dialects, customs, and beliefs of the people of a region. The story is 
situated at a specific village called Starkfield in New England, and emphasizes his actual life of the local situation. 
Ethan Frome can be also located in the vein of naturalism. The protagonist’s life is bound to the forces of nature 
and society, and is pretty much controlled by the environment and by social and economic factors. Wharton 
deliberately chooses a small “stark” village as the background of Ethan Frome. And we find her choice of 
“Starkfield” functions so effectively in the tragic drama of Ethan. Its severe coldness in winter, echoed in the 
conservative atmosphere of a small village: such settings heighten the degree of dreadful cruelty and desolation 
in the tragedy. They seem, in fact, to be necessary conditions for the plot of Ethan Frome. Related with Wharton’s 
“technical mastery and artistic maturity,” McDowell points out her mastery of characterization too: “Here three 
chief figures achieve a mythic dimension and seem to be extensions of the grim landscape itself” (74). Wharton 
chooses to make use of “the bluntness possible in short fiction” (75) by omitting exhaustive analysis to present 
the stark life for her characters. Wharton herself, looking back at the time of concentrating on this work, mentions 
her feeling some progress in novel-writing: “It was not until I wrote ‘Ethan Frome’ that I suddenly felt the artisan’s 
full control of his implements” (A Backward Glance 209).  
Even though Wharton is in the vein of literary naturalism, she does not deny human freedom completely, 
leaving some possibility for free will working in the characters. Wharton shows how positive decisions could 
make difference in their lives paradoxically through the life of Ethan. The work is not limited to mere regionalism 
either. It does not only emphasize the harshness of human life in the local setting, but it is open to universal 
themes. All of Ethan’s experiences, for example, a series of unlucky happenings, sheer poverty, sterile marriage, 
agonies, love, suffering, decisive choice of life, temptation to escape from his reality, are particular and unique to 
him, but at the same time they are also open to everyone because through Ethan people share them in their lives. 
Even if readers may not have directly had these kinds of misery so far, they come to realize through Ethan’s 
experiences of agony and suffering that even such a seemingly remote experience is hinted at in their own lives 
too.  
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7. Conclusion
We have analyzed in this paper deterministic factors in the settings of Ethan Frome in the vein of 
American naturalism. Beside the fatalistic settings in the story, we further pointed out Ethan’s moral inertia and 
Wharton’s amoral attitude toward the story, and we discussed how the narrator presents Ethan as a manufactured 
weak “hero,” with the help of the interpellation theory. We also examined Ethan’s weakness, which could be the 
factor for making the tragedy, compared with the traveler who is “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening.” 
Lastly, we examined Ethan’s anagnorisis (recognition) which is followed by peripeteia (sudden change / fall) of 
the story. As a final point, we located Ethan Frome in the vein of literary regionalism and naturalism. We saw 
Wharton’s setting of Lenox in Western Massachusetts as the main locale for the story, which transcends mere 
regionalism to appeal to universal human experiences.  
Notes 
1 For the definitions of the novel of manners, see Cecilia Macheski, 344-345. Macheski also introduces 
Wharton’s own definition of the novel of manners presented in The Writing of Fiction (1925) as follows: “The 
novel, she writes, is ‘the newest, most fluid and least formulated of the arts’ (WF 3), which has its origins in the 
writer’s desire ‘to draw his dramatic action as much from the relation of his characters to their houses, streets, 
towns, professions, inherited habits and opinions, as from their fortuitous contacts with each other’ (WF 5)” 
(Macheski 345).  
2 The Age of Innocence (1920) won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 1921. She was the first woman who 
received the Pulitzer Prize. Wharton was also nominated for the Nobel Prize for Literature three times in her 
life. See Lewis 432-433; 481-482.  
3 Looking back at her life twenty three years after her publication of Ethan Frome, Wharton herself confessed 
that she was “bored and even exasperated” to hear that it was her best novel (Wharton, A Backward Glance 
209).  
4 Campbell discusses Wharton’s literary naturalism in the context of the late 19 th and the early 20th century 
literary scene in Europe and in the United States as well (353-363).  
5 Campbell explains naturalistic characters in further details: “Naturalistic characters are governed by 
hereditary drives and passions that they cannot understand, yet they resist these forces that control them. They 
struggle in settings that reduce human beings on the level of animals or automata, such as those of urban 
poverty, a hostile wilderness, or a stiflingly bourgeois milieu” (Campbell 353).  
6 Determinism and inevitability in the plot are emphasized in the following critics: Lawson 70; Wershoven 20-
21; Walton 86-88.  
7 Campbell claims Wharton made significant contributions to naturalism, one of which is her “sophisticated use 
of narrative voice” (362). “Wharton’s sophisticated use of narrative voice renders key features of naturalism, 
such as its detached and ironic perspective, capable of handling not merely the ‘simple’ characters of traditional 
naturalism but the ‘sophisticated’ ones of her fiction” (362).  
8 For Wharton’s relationship with Morton Fullerton, see Lewis 183-232. R. W. B. Lewis points out that 
Wharton’s real life is somehow reflected in Ethan Frome: “Ethan Frome portrays her personal situation, as she 
had come to appraise it, carried to a far extreme, transplanted to a remote rural scene, and rendered utterly 
hopeless by circumstance. As she often did, Edith shifted the sexes in devising her three central characters. Like 
Edith Wharton, Ethan Frome is married to an ailing spouse a number of years older than he, and has been 
married for about the same length of time as Edith had been tied to Teddy” (309). Wagner and Demoor have 
noted the point quoted above in their article (429, note 32).  
9 Trilling notes that “A tragedy is always on the verge of cruelty. What saves it from the actuality of cruelty is 
that it has an intention beyond itself” (140).  
10 Trilling 143. If there should be one crisis of Ethan’s moral election, Trilling says, it is the choice “between 
his habituated duty to his wife and his duty and inclination to the girl he loves” (144). Then he can only elect 
death. Yet even at that single point of moral election, death is first suggested by Mattie (See Wershoven, 21). 
11 Nevius also considers this perception of Ethan’s as “the turning point of action” in the story (120-121), 
though he does not necessarily identify it with an anagnorisis in Ethan Frome.   
12 Later Euripides uses this device in a mocking way as a parody in Electra (Kennedy 44-45). Andrew A. 
Kennedy discusses the duologue of recognition in Greek tragedy through comparing three types of Electra plays 
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by Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides (34-61). Featuring the central recognition episode in each play, 
Kennedy shows “three different ways of staging tragic dialogue” (61).  
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